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I    Introduction 
BS = 3::::SSSSS I 

Contemporary  science  devotes a  lot of attention to the 

problem of finding a way  out of  backwardness.  That problem 

is also the subject  of discussions,  carried   on mainly  In 

the United Nati onsiOrganizatlon and its specialized agencies. 

The general  opinion prevails  that one  of the best approaches 

to that problem is  to be found   in an industrialization of 
<• 

developing countries. 
_•% 

Industrialization,   as the main way out of backwardness, was 

affirmed  in the  final document  of the Second General Conference 

of UNIDO,   adopted at  Lima  in 1975.  The Plan  of Action, 

Included  In part B of tho Lima   Declaration points  out  the 

following element that should  be  ©rflphaslzed   in the industria- 

lization policy   in regard  to developing countries: 

"Encouragement  and  support  of small,   medium-scale and  rural 

industry and  industries which fulfil  the basic needs of the 

population and  which contributo   to the Integration of    • 

different  sectors  of  economy;   and  to  this  f;nd,   due attention 

should also be   given  to the  industrial cooperatives as  means 

of mobilizing  the  local human,   .uttural and   financial  resources 

for tho ochievement  of national   objectives  of economic  growth 
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and social developments.    ' 

The development of cooperatives  in the field of production 

can be very significant because  the main aim of development 

should be  the achievement of increased production and  this 

can often be easily  obtained  in small enterprises  established, 

because of a lack of outside means,   on the basis  of an 

integration of local,   dispersed  human and material resources. 

One should stress,  however,   that  the cooperative  form should 

be considored,  in all development concepts,  as one of the 

developmental options,   alongside  to others« 

It is not the aim of this paper to examine the cooperative 

form of industrial development from the point of View of 

structure and the  rate  of industrial development and the 

property relations in a given country. 

These matters are conditioned,  first of all,  by the existing 

socio-economic system of a country. 

The present paper concentrates on the adaptability  of 

industrial cooperative  forms  for the development  of small, 

-scale  Industry and  the Increase  of Its share in the accele- 

ration of the social and economic development In developing 

countries. 

The form of work cooperatives can be used In the organisation 

of industrial enterprises of various sizes,  as evidenced by 

Lima Declaration,   op.  clt.  p.11  p.g. 
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examples existing„infcoth developed pnd developing countrieé 

with different political  and   social -structures« 
\ 

In planned economy, the main social and economio functions 

of work cooperatives should consist in the organization of 

small-scale industry and  services. 

The concentration of work cooperative activities on s ma 11- 

-scale  industry  is  determined   by  the following reasons: 

a/   the  self-government system  of cooperative mana game nt 

stimulates  the  initiatives   of members and is    most 

effective  in small and medium enterprises. 

b/   the  genuine  Influence  of members  on the activities of a 

cooperative, which is a result  of the share  of members' 

funds  in the cooperative property,  is very difficult in 

large enterprises, particularly   those that require large 

capital resources. ' 

0/   in order to maintain the characteristic features   of a 

work cooperative  it is necessary  to restrict it   to 

parametric   planning. 

The  range, however,   of parametric  planning is limited and 

its application in  xarge-scale   indijstry  chat has  to   fulfil 

the realization of basic directions  of the economic   polloy 

of  a country,   is impossible.   On the  other hand,   iu  small-scale 

Industry,  the  parametric  system is  more applicable   In 

determining the activity  direction of cooperatives   In   • 

conformity with the   interests   of national economy. 
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d/ It appears,   frotta the very  nature^of work cooperatives, 

that  the  capital formation Is no(t their essential aim* 
... % 

Instead,   their main aim is  to create employment as well 

as economic and social advantages for their members.  For 

thls reason,   the cooperative  organizational  form Is not 

typical  for large-scale Industry  that tends  to create 

considerable capital  accumulations In order to flnanot a 

dynamic  Industrialization of a country and establish Its 

social and economic  Infrastructure« 
/ 

In fact,   In a  free market economy work cooperative activities 

need not bo  strictly limited  to small-scale industry.    The 

form of work cooperatives can be applied In large  industrial 

plants,   but  only  In a limited  range and particular cases, 

because  both the self-government management system and  the 

determined  share  of members     funds can only be ensured when 

a plant does  not exceed  a certain size.  Beyond  a certain 

size,   the characteristic  features  of a work cooperative 

loose their value. 

The present  paper concentrates also on the forms of interna- 

tional  cooperation aiming at  a promotion of Industrial 

cooperativos  In developing countriefc. 

11    I=l=SEÎ?:=£l=^=^ià~5ÇB'llè-iS--l--ï ln_tbe._§ocial_and 
Economic  Development  of a  Country. 

V 2,h2_É2C52j£2£S_5í-íl}S-r2lS_.2£.5¡?2il:2£S12 industry on the 

l2y£i»2Í-¿52!¿:iiíli2l1í2tlon» 

Concentration processes  that  take  place  in oil  countries 

nnd in many   fieldu  of economic  activities are a  tostimony 
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of the decisive role of large enterprises in the ecenomlo 

development of particular countries. However, that rolo of 

large enterprises is decisive in cases when it is possible 

to apply superior technologies and it is a matter of mass 

production. There are, however, \ride economic fields in 

which small enterprises are their necessary supplement. 

Moss production in large-scale industry is unable to ensure 

an equilibrium in respective markets; small series are also 

necessary and/these can be produced much cheaper by small- 

-scale Industry which is also capable of more flexible and 

more rapid reaction to the changing trends on the market. 

In addition, specialization, a very Important condition of 

economic efficiency in large enterprises, can be successfully 

pursufcd by them wherever the opportunities for cooperation 

with the small-scale Industry exist. 

That important role of small-scale industry, which can be 

organized in the form of work cooperatives, is varied depending 

on the development level of productive forces. This results 

from the adoption of the principle that small-scale industry 

grows when integrated In the whole national economy. 

At a stage when developed industry is lacking, small-scale 

industry production can fill the gap caused by that absence« 

In other words, small Industry production is then of a 

substitutional choracter. 

At a stage of a rapidly increasing industrialization, a part 

of that production looses its substitutional character and 

*BM* 
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becomes complementary  or cooperative.  At such perioda, 

aniall-soale industry  in ita relatione withthe large-scale 

industry,  capable of a rapid and relatively cheaper way of 

creating work atando,  can be an effective Instrument of 

employment  polloy. • 

At the stage of high Industrialization and consequently In 

an lncreaaingly  affluent society,   the activities of small- 

-acale induatry,   including work cooperatives are indispensable 

in order to satisfy  the increasingly  diversified demands; 

it is also necessary  for the organization of varioua services, 

demand for which grows faster than production,  and  for a 

cooperation with large-scale industry. 

y £-2-£rS2*Í22_£í_J2r!L2í22!22_bv_small-^ in 

iSïSS-SnÉ.ihe^çhecklng^of^migrati^ rural 

E2EHl2*i2S-í2-í2!TD2« 

A large part of small  induatry production is baaed  on simple 

technologies that require small capital outlays:  it is a 

production integrated,   to'a large extent,   in the cottage 

industry system.  Because ofthe character of its production, 

the cost of a work stand is much smaller there than in the 

large-scale  industry  and production can be started relatively 
faster. 

In developing countries this type of production can be mads 

use  of in order to reduce unemployment in towns,   often caused 

by a violent flow of population from villages  to towns that 

are unprepared  to absorb such «h amount of manpower. 

EBBE 
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A solution of that  problem can be  sought concurrently by 

developing small-scale  industry In rural areas,  thus limiting 

even partially,  a violent flow of people from villages  to 

towns,  and by establishing small-scale  industries  and 

services in towns. 

The  production type and  size  of small  Industrial  enterprises 

enable them to carry  on a number of activating functions, 

Thoy affect some definite groups  of people and the use  of 

local raw materials« 

a/ í£rrií2ri2i-2£í¿22íi2S#  Industrial concentration brings 

about- faster economic activity  in industrial agglomeration 

centres,  but is also  the reason why  a number of areas, 

towns and settlements are  excluded  from it and  have no 

possibilities  to give employment to  the  local  population« 

Small-scale  industry  can be of great help in the solution 

of such problems. 

Every  town or small  settlement has  the necessary conditions 

for the establishment of small  productive  or service enterprises« 

In cases of a lack of such conditions in some areas,  even 

for the existence of small  industrial plants,   there  is 

always the possibility  of organizing cottage industry workers. 

While the character of large towns and big Industrial 

agglomerations  is determined by   largo industry,   in remaining 

rogious  that character will be  determined   by  or.all-scale 

industry,   often organized  in the  forra of work cooperatives, 
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and will  be decisive  for their sustained  development, 

b/ §2£i2i«2í}íLv2££íi2í?2;L2£í*y2íi22* The  *yP« of organization 
of large industry  requires  the  application of equivalent 

or very  similar labour productivity«  There are,   however, 

groups  of people  like  some women,  invalids or persons 

unfit  for full* time work, who    are unable  to work in that 

industry. 

The type of  technical equipment  in small  industrial plants 

and the system of production organization,   integrated,  to 

a large extent,  with the cottage industry,  make  it possible 

to employ these  groups of people. This  is  important both 

from the economic and social points of view. 

In other words,   the activating  functions  of small  Industry 

consist in the creation of work stands  in plaoes deprived 

of large industry,   or in the establishment of work stands 

for people unable to work in large industry. 

°/ ?22_2í-Í2£2l-r22-í?2í2rí2Í2*  The  type of machinery used 

in small industrial plants makes it often possible to 

process raw materials  that cannot be used  by the  large-scale 

industry.  It  often happens  that  highly  efficient machinery 

in large industry and  the organization of production 

based  on a  full  or highly developed automation,  prevent 

the processing of certain kinds  of raw materials.   This may 

be in the case of raw materials whioli,   because of the 

excessive transport costs,  could not be delivered  to 

distant large industry's plants. 
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Small plants can be dispersoci all  over a country and are 

therefore able  to use  local raw materials and  other ones  that 

are of no  interest  for large industry.   They   can thus perform 

a function of great significance   for any economy,  particularly 

important  in developing countries. 

In the distribution of industry  one observes  either a location 

determined   by  geographic conditions,   like  in the case of 

mines,   harbours,   etc.,   a location partially   so selected, 

for example  for industries using a  lot of water or large 

quantities   of raw materials,   finally,   a quite  free location. 

In the case  of. small  industry one  observes,   as a rule,  a  free 

location.   The  only  conditions to  be considered are the 

existing infrastructure and the  presence  of a  free labour 

force.  Local raw materials can also be a reason. 

A majority   of towns and  places  outside Industrial agglomera- 

tion centres will always have the  necessary   conditions  for 

the development  of small  Industry  based  on productions 

involving a small capital  investment. 

Thus,  small plants can be located  in places with a surplus 

of labour,   in areas where the monostructure   of key  industry 

offers conditions  for the development of small plants in 

different  lines,   or where there will be possibilities of a 

cooperation with large  industry. 

In that manner,  work cooperatives  can ploy  a definite role  in 

an appropriate distribution of productive  forces. 
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ni   Fornisci .rroductivo_Wqrk_Coo2erativos_Aßgrogrlateatto 

the_DevelO[)mçnt_of_Small-sç^ale_Industr^ 

5/   Characteristic_feature8_that-deçide-on-the_usefulnes^ 

the work cooperatiye_moâel-in-sraall-scale-industr)j 

organization 

Practice  in many countries,  with different political systems 

and  on various Industrialization levels,   indicates thst the 

form of work cooperatives,  because of its specific traits, 

is most useful  for small-scale industrial enterprises. 

Small-scale industry should  feature a great mobility and 

flexibility  in a rapid adaptation to changing market demands» 

The management system,  based  on self-government,  makes It 

possible  to liberate broad  initiatives  of members.  At the 

same  time,  in small-scale  industry,  the  risks  Involved in 

connection with frequent changes in the  production profile 

and numerous cases  of marketing new products are  greater than 

in large  industry.   For this  reason,   the  system that liberates 

initiatives must go hand  in hand with a  system that would 

ensure  prudence.   This is achieved  by  the responsibility  of 

members   for possible losses. 

An essential  principle  in small-scale  Industry  Is  the    require- 

ment that own funds should have the greatest possible share 

in the  financing of activities.  That share depends,  of coursa, 

to a great extent of the capital requirements  of production, 

but  it has n  great  Influence  on members who have   to feel  their 

close bond with their cooperative.   It also affects  the shaping' 

of costs  in a cooperative and  possibilities  of obtaining credits 

for it. 
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The  system of accumulating financial means Is adapted  to 

the  possibilities  of a cooperative's members; it  may  be 

applied at the  moment of accepting members  or later,   during 

their work in the  cooperative. 

In accumulating dispersed   financial means, work cooperatives 

make use of techniques    inaccessible  for small private 

producers,  that would also allow for the  erection  of snail 

and  medium workshops* 

Small and medium units,  organized in cooperative  forme, 

develop a sense  of  responsibility among its members,   Increase 

social consciousness and  improve their  vocational  and  cultural 

levels. Such enterprises operate not only  as productive units 

but  are also centres of new  techniques  and management 

training* 

The desertion of qualified  cadres to enterprises  at a higher 

concentration level  Is a difficult problem which small 

industry has  to cope with.   An inclusion  of members  in the 

self-government management  system,  in  the  social  care system 

and  In cultural and educational activities can have an Influence 

on  increasing stability in employment,   particularly  as far as 

members are concerned. 

2Si!_2-ii5^«.!?ii!}_2S?2l2iS?£Di-£2iicZ 

a/ ï-2_22î2ÎliSÎ}2122i_2î_!32ïï«!!2iCS»2î42Sd2 

Work cooperatives can   lind their  place both   in small- ; 

-scale  and   large Industry. Examples can be   found In ; 
t' 

doveloped as well as  in developing countries«  However, 1 
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the specific   foatures of work cooperatives are  the reason 

that they  assert themselves  most effectively  in  the  field of 

small-scale  industry.  By   organizing medium and  small workshops 

work cooperatives cannot   only develop small-scale  Industry 

but also carry  out a number of activating functions,   typical 

of small-scale industry. 

The development of small-scale industry and services  In towns 

by work cooperatives could  pave the way to a vocational 

activation of tho iramigratory population.  It is  certainly 

difficult to bring into practice the potential  possibilities 

in  that matter,  both because  of a lack of vocational  qualifi- 

cation among those people,   a lack of an organization that 

would help in the start  of new cooperatives,  as well as a 

leek of capital since most  of the new immigrante are quite 

destitute. 

A Further cooperative organization should help second degree 

organizations associating basic cooperatives in organizing 

new work cooperatives and   training,   Indispensable during the 

first production stages.   Further training should   take place 

during production processes.  There  is also a possibility  of 

starting with simple, not complicated production and,  as staff 

training proceeds,  continue by changing the production profilo. 

The form of work cooperatives Is very suitable for the 

accumulation of dispersed   financial means.  In cases,  however, 

of activating functions,   consisting in the creation of new 

work stands  for definite  groups of people and in some definite 

areas, we will not always  deal wïth people with means at their 
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disposal»  In such cases one  should apply  a system of 

accumulating members' share  funds during their work in a     4 

cooperative« 

In many,   both developed and  developing countries, where there 

are no possibilities of building even a small productive 

plant,   employment problems can be solved  by the organization 

of cottage Industry.  The cottage Industry system can be 

efficient when it  is rationally organized«  The specifio 

traits  of work cooperatives  create the necessary conditions 

for a rational  organization of cottage Industry,  work 

Doperatives aro able to supply cottage workers with seml- 

-finished products and patterns, worked  out in cooperative 

if or k8 hops,  and  entrust oottage workers with jobs that involve 

simple  operations  or that require plenty  of manual work« 

Such Jobs should  be designed  in a manner that would  enable 

a person without any qualitfications to carry  out  the work, 

after a  short training by the  cooperative«  It is also possible 

to organize work cooperatives,  composed  of cottage workers 

only«  This is the  quickest and  oldes^way  of starting cottage 

industry  production.  One can also organize cottage workers' 

cooperatives in which members  produce finished articles« 

However,   in most cases of cottage Industry production it  is 

necessary to look for forms  that would allow for a division 

of work and that  is possible  in the forms  of organized ' 

cooperative production. 

The  organization of cottage   industry  aims at  the creation of 

work stands either for people  unable  to  find work because  of 
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e  lack  of Industry   In their region,   or those who cannot 

leave  their hones and are,  therefore,  unavailable  for work 

in factories* 

Concurrently with establishing work stands,   cottage Industry 

can train people for work in future industries.  A linking 

of the  production profile,  in cottage industry, with existing 

creative  traditions  in a given region will accelerate the 

training process of cottage workers during their work.  It 

is,  however,  often worth while  to select the  production 

profile  In cottage  Industry from the angle  of future 

industrial investments. 

The cottage industry  system all  over the world has a 

disadvantage,  because  It does not  facilitate  the improvement 

of the  cultural  level and social  consciousness  of the 

workers.   Because cottage workers work at home  it Is difficult 

to create social bonds between them. Work cooperatives,   in 

the  framework of their social and  self-government activities 

could accelerate these processes. 

A cottage worker In a cooperative  is a member,  who participates 

in the  sharing of profits and  is  entitled to  social care. 

This bears on an acceleration of  Integration processes that 

are certainly very   limited when compared with those in 

productive workshops and proceed  much slower. 

An appropriate choice  of the production profile In cottage 

industry  and  the assistance extended  to it  in work organization 

improve work efficiency  and may   become a reason to consider 

this system to be not  only socially  important  but also an 

efficient economic   instrument capable of staying on the market. 
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c/ ï-S_ÊÊÏ2l2r!?2Di_2i»Î2lÎf_2ri«2Diî-2£îi5îi2 handicrafts 

All  places with existing local creative traditions have 

particularly appropriate conditions  for the  establishment 

of cottage  industry.   In many  cases  such traditions are 

connected  with folk art,   and  have  a unique character, 

based  on  local  folklore.   The  organization of  activities 

in the  forra of a work cooperative  can be of  great importance: 

it can lead  to  the  creation of work stands and  give a 

production much appreciated  on the home market,   even mor« 

so abroad,   thus being a contribution to national culture. 

d/ ?22CÎS-.5î2DËS-.22É-2ÉÉîii2D2l-25ÎBl2ïiï2îît íor tne village 
gonulatlon 

The   organization of cottage  Industry,   the application of 

local creative  traditions and  the development  of folk 

art  take  often place  in rural areas In which people tend 

to migrate  to towns.   The  organization,   by work cooperatives, 

of small   industrial  plants,   of cottage industry  leading  to 

additional  employment  for agricultural workers  can 

partially  check that mass migration. 

Iv    «2!££I=Éê£4iiY:!s!2£c!liesdeye!o^ 

V 5Í?2i£2_2í-Er2ÉH2íáYe programme 

In addition to generally recognized  factors deciding on the 

efficiency  of enterprises,  several specific factors play a 

particular role in work cooperatives which run small-scale 

and medium plants,   and  have a significant  influence  on their 

efficiency.   Large industry  is  the  leader in the whole system. 
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To begin with, the productiva programme of a work cooperativa 

must not provide for a duplication of large industry production 

because such a policy must unavoidably lead to a preponderanoe 

of higher concentrated production« 

An appropriate choice of the production programme must affect 

the production character and its destinatlpn. In connection 

with the character of small-scale Industry, output must 

embrace assortments, by no means produced by large Industry* 

This field coverà an immence number of small articles of 

first necessity, not mass-produced, but of decisive Impórtanos 

for a better supply of the market. It Includes mainly goods 

In the lines of clothing, home furnishings, tourism, articles 

for children and youngsters, fashion products and hundreds 

of miscellaneous trifles made of metal, wood or plastics« 

A separate group of products, typical for small cooperative 

workshops, Is composed of artistic and folk articles linked 

with local folklorlstic productive traditions and local raw 

materials. 

In cases when small industry produoes articles similar to 

large Industry production, such articles must be definitely 

different in regard to the length of series produced, quality 

of finish and their adaption to customers' tastes. 

Small-scale industry can supplement key Industry production 

with the same assortments only at a time when large Industry 

is insufficiently developed and imports are unprofitable. 

One has to consider, however, that aftor an expansion of large 

Industry, a similar production of small-scale industry con be 
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forced  out  of the market.  This  must be taken Into account 

when working out feasibility studies and   Investment plans. 

As far as destination is  concerned production must mainly 

concentrate  on consumer goods.   This leads   to an enricbroont 

of the  home market  anö  offers  export possibilities of 

advancement on foreign markets.   A cooperation with large 

industry  is certainly  typical  of small-scale industry,  but 

It Is important that  It should  tako place   in a  field  typical 

for the  latter,  covering the production of details required, 

by large plants but  beyond their specialized production range. 

2Í?2i£e_2í-í:2£llD2¿252-.2D^_2E21'2!:i2D_5£ai2* 

A comparison of the  capital cost of a single work stand  In 

large Industry with  the same  in small cooperatives indicates, 

as a rule,  a great  difference  in favour of small-scale  Industry. 

It is mainly a result  of a low specialization and automation 

of large  industry,   and  is also  Influenced  by  the  fact that 

this Industry  often expands the existing  Infrastructure at a 

very high cost. A typical equipment In small-scale industry 

is based  on more all-purpose machinery,   supplemented  by  a 

definite number of  special finishing machines.  This type  of 

equipment makes It  possible to  frequently  change series  thus 

offering small-scale industry  great mobility and  flexibility. 

It also allows tho  application of transitional  technologies, 

often in simple,  not complicated productive processes. 

Practico,  in many  countries,   indicates that a number of articles 

coming from this small-scale  industry production features a 

high degree  of specialization  in certain narrow assortments 
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and  such advantages  lead  to agreements on coopération with 

large  Industry, 

Discussions  on the advantages of concentration,   besides 

benefits derived from large-scale  production,  also mention 

matters such as access  to studies,   to new structural and 

technological solutions,  modern marketing methods,  modern 

management systems,  based  on up-to-date computers and 

Information sources,  a direct approach to large  raw material 

supplies,  etc. 

A steady concentration process Is carried on in order to 

improve the efficiency  of work cooperative activities.  However, 

work cooperative enterprises, belonging to tho small-scale 

industry field,   avail  themselves,  as a rule,   of the looal 

Infrastructure,   particularly of the local  labour force and 

their concentration degree is therefore limited. Moreover, 

the  specific traits of work cooperatives are most favourably 

reflected  in small-scale and medium enterprises.   Theso, 

however,  are unable to organize,   In their own capacity, 

a number of establishments that  of decisive importance for 

efficiency, Developing countries lack the necessary cadres 

and  this makes  the establishment  of cooperatives difficult. 

Under these circumstances,  there appears an acute neoeesity 

of organising an advisory service for cooperatives and the 

operation of common establishments  for tho   bonofit of a 

number of cooperatives.  This Is  particularly  inportant    in 

matters like design centres,  research institutes,  construction 
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offices,   tool-rooifís,   pattern shops} supply basas,  who)esala 

shops and advertising offices.   It }s also often expedient 

to  operate common accounting and book-keeping offices. 

Small-scale and medium enterprises that are unable to gat 

assistance  in market studies,   in working out new designs 

and  structural solutions,  followed by  prototype production, 

and have no help In sercuring raw materials and the sale of 

their products, are  liable to meet unsurmountaule difficulties 

in their own capacity. / 

It  is characteristic of a number of countries that small-soale 

Industries develop at the cost of a high "mortality"  of 

enterprises.  A large percentage of small enterprises go 

bankrupt and  new ones  take .their place.   In order to avoid such 

undesirable  events,   it is necessary  to  organize advisory 

services for cooperatives and  operate certain common 

establishments. ^ 

Second degree organizations,   in the form of associations 

and federations art a very convenient form of such activities, 

but can also be established as societies or have another 
'    «to 

legal status. 
A 

At a low concentration stag« and a lack of expert cadres, 

the problem of securing additional services  for cooperatives 

and  other forms of assistance may ^"indispensable condition 

of a vrlder development. 
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10/  rrovi8ion of-3«alified-cadres._jfralriing_|acilities_in   ' 

production. 

Both the development of work cooperatives and production 

quality depond, for their effioient progrès», to a great 

extent  on the  recruitment  of qualified cadres. 

Developing contries have such great resources of unutilized 

labour at their disposal both because  of a lack of infra- 

structure and  a considerable absence  of vocational qualifi- 

cations, whereas a development of work cooperatives depends, 

to a great extent on on inflow of qualified  cadres. 

Youngsters after gaining vocational qualifications go generally 

to work in highly concentrated industry,  producing on superior 

technologies.   Work cooperatives are  ofton obliged  to develop 

their activities in regions quite deprived  of qualified 

cadres.  In such conditions  it is/very essential  to make use 

of the  qualifications  of the local people,   gained durJLpg 

work on local  traditional  productions. 

In the  situation of developing countries,   one of the shortest 

and most efficient ways  is  in-shop training where a transfer 

from the most simple operations to Increasingly difficult 

ones is linked with an introduction'of more and more elaborate 

production technologies. 

In-shop training as well as other forms of vocational 

advancement  should take place in work cooperatives with' the 

assistance  of  second degree organizations. 
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í2D25-2í-.22222£2ííY22»2íí£ÍÍ-22-222sunicr cooperatives, 

2ßri£HliH£2i-.£22C2£2iiy22A-ei£e 

One of the main obstacles in the way of a wide development 

of work cooperatives consists of difficulties In the sales 

Of articles produced by  thorn« 

The best situation is observed  in cases when small  ond medium 

enterprises are able to sell  their products directly  to 

retail shops  thus avoiding the wholesaler's margin of profit. 

This is,  however,  difficult both because of a lack of 

commercially  qualified staff in cooperatives  and In view of 

difficulties  in the adaption of current sales possibilities 

of a given shop with the production of a definite enterprise. 

Modern trade  promotes  the building of large department stores 

and  thus facilitates a connection of work cooperatives with 

such units.  Cooperative wholesale stores operated  by  second 

degree  organizations can be of great aid in the sale  of 

cooperative goods.  Suoh specialized stores can help in the 

Implementation of modern marketing methods. 
s** 

A. 
A  cooperation of work cooperatives with consumer cooperatives 

is also one of efficient ways of securing a market for 

cooperative production. In such cases work cooperatives 

produce for an organized market and consumer cooperatives, 

in turn, have a warranted influonce on the production direction 

of work cooperatives. 
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Price policy Is a "difficult problem* to handle In such 

situations. Consumer cooperatives,, t'.iat have to defend the 

Interests of consumers,are looking for the cheapest supply 

sources or endeavour to start their own production. 

A cooperation between consumer and work cooperatives can 

lead to an elimination of a number of intermediary links In 

distribution. Such an elimination of Intermediaries and 

the fact that certain retail shops belong to work cooperatives 

can have a favourable influence on the shaping of prices. / 

There is also a possibility of cooperation between work 

cooperatives and agricultural cooperatives in the range of 

certain goods production, and with housing cooperatives in 

the range of building and r.epair services, or in interior 

equipment finishing. 

The kinds of cooperation mentioned should be based on long- 

-term agreements that would ensure a very desirable stabili- 

zation to both parties concerned. 

12/ Investments in industrial^coogeratives 

in view of very limited accumulation possibilities, on a 

national scale, in developing countries, the means necessary 

for industrial investments and the establishment of an 

infrastructure, there are certainly great difficulties, in 

these oountries, in the accumulation of means for investments 

in small-scale industry. 
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One of the ways to accumulate capital in order to start 

Investments consists in the integration, by work cooperatives 

of the dispersoci means of the population . 

Practice indicates that the extent of necessary outlays on 

investments in work cooperativos is distinct, in relation 

to the production achieved, from that in large industry. 

Differences exist not only between costs in the establishment 

of work stands in small and large industries, but are also 

considereble within small industry, conditioned by production 

lines, 

A great doficiency in capital necessitates work cooperative« 

to make a choice of investments that would ensure a possibly 

maximum employment. It is very typical of small-scale industry 

that, during the first activity stages, it concentrates on 

production requiring the least costly work stands. 

A second factor that should ten* to reduce investment costs 

in work cooperatives, in relation to those in large industry, 

is the seeking of solutions which would make use of the 

existing infrastructure, without the necessity of its costly 

oxpanslon. 

The thiid factor consists in the greatest possible integration 

of cooperative workshops with cottage industry worker groupe. 

This considerably reduces investment costs in relation to 

production. 
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13/  G£Y2nH522i2ì_ÌÌ£E§Eì5?22£:L2E_£££iraì cooperative 

2£C2Di5Êii2£2_£2n£2rD2É-!rii!}»iîî2_SSi5biâ§hment and 

££2!?2iì22-Si_S'2I^_£22E£I2ìiY2fx-iìì£ì£_ìiD^S-!ìiiO 

int2£n2i¿222l_ae£ncies 

In countlres with developed cooperatives,  problems conneoted 

with their expansion are generally concentrated in departments 

at definite ministries.  There are countries which have a 

special Ministry  of cooperativetievelopment.  These  institutions 

are engaged  in the promotion,  initiation and organization 

of new cooperatives.   They decide  on the establishment of 

cooperatives and carry  out supervisory   functions« 

Many countries have  central  cooperative  organizations which 

carry  out a number of  those  functions.   The main task of the 

central  cooperative  organizations, which have generally the 

character of second  or third degree organizations,   is a widely- 

conceived  assistance  to cooperatives.   That assistance  is of 

great  importance  for  their development.  Moreover,   the 

existence  of such organizations can greatly  facilitate the 

realization  of aid  coming from international  organizations 

and a collaboration with cooperative  organizations in other 

countries. 

It appears,   however,   from tho statutes   of international 

organizations,   including U.N.I.D.O.,   that  their aid  can be 

realized  only after o  proposal  of the  government  in an 
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Interested  country.   For this reason,   the departments  or 

ministries handling cooperative matters have to be In contact 

with U.N.I.D.O.   because this is  the way  of obtaining aid 

from that  body,  while  the  realization  of that aid can be 

greatly  facilitated   by  the existence   of central  cooperative 

organizations« 

The  situation in the   field of international credits is 

similar.  A great scattering of cooperatives and a lack of 

appropriate warrants   hinders the  granting of credits  to 

Industrial cooperatives by the World  and  Regional Development 
« 

Banks. The existence   of central  cooperative organizations 

could create possibilities of extending credits  to them,  or 

under their warrant.   It also offers  the possibility  of obtaining 

from a government warrants for credits extended  to cooperatives. 

Central cooperative   organization can  also play a similarly 

important  role  In establishing and realizing a cooperation 

between cooperatives  in developing and developed oountrles» 

levels. 

The  transfer of verified information  from a cooperative 

organization to another is one  of the  most essential  form 

of assistance.  In order to follow this way  in a wide manner 

it Is, howover,   necessary to have an  efficiently working 

information system with experience verified in practice,  on 

one side,   and a demand for definite   frome of nid,  on the 

other. One must olso  hove a current  discernment  of tho 

development of work  cooperatives  in  particular countries,  both 

in developed and developing ones« 
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In countries with strongly established cooperative unions 

such a kind  of informative system \p generally  operated. 

In countries with several unions the respective data «re 

usually concentrated in the departments  or ministries 

handling industrial cooperative matters.  These concentrate 

all data on cooperatives  in a country that has no cooperative 

organizations  of the  second  or third degree type. 

The organization of information on an international scale 

is a more difficult matter to realize.   The Industrial / 

Cooperatives'  Committee  of the International Cooperative 

Association as well as  the Cooperative Industry  Centre at 

Warsaw, which Is an agency  of that Committee,   have a certain 

number of data,  mainly   on countries that have  Central 

Cooperative Organizations.  There are, however, many countries 

In whioh cooperatives are dispersed, have no unions of their 

own, and the  only Information on cooperatives  is available 

in governmental institutions which often are alroady in 

contact with the ü.N.I.D.O.  The best way of avoiding duplica- 

tion should  be the elaboration of a system that would take 

advantage  of both information channels:  U.N.I.D.O.  and 

the International Cooperative Association. 

15/ Coopera tiSn_between_lndustrlal_cooporatlyesvand_the 

^2ì2-2í-fi2X£I2522i2-ì2_E£252ìi2ß_î!?i5.£22E£E£í¿25• 

Certain forms  of cooperation are already developed between 

the cooperative organizations of particular countries, aiming 

at an aid  for,   and development of Industrial  cooperatives. 

That cooperation is mainly  based  on bilateral  agreements, 

but its range  is narrow,  and does not cover all  forms possible 
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for developed countries,  and  necossary  In developing ones« 

That cooperation could   be greatly  expanded by  an inolusion 

of U.N.I.D.O.  In these   bilateral agreements.   The International 

Cooperative Association and   organizations belonging to  it 

have vast experiences  at  their disposal   that  can be willingly 

transferred   to cooperative  organizations  in developing 

countries,  but there  Is   often a lack of  certain means that 

could  make such transfers possible. 

A common action of U.N« I.D.O. and  cooperative organizations 

associated  In the  International Cooperative  Association 

could  expand  the range   of that aid.  It  Is,  however,  necessary 

to Include  the governments  of developing countries  In that 

system.  It may also be  sometimes necessary  to include the 

governments  of developed countries which could offer their 

aid,  since  In many  cases international  assistance is 

connected with dreary  penury. Moreover,   the U.N.I.D.O. 

assistance  system is bound  by the  requirement of a  request 

for aid coming from governments of developing countries. 

The forms of aid must  be adapted  to conditions in particular 

countries and can affect the   following  fields: 

a/ training In countries with a large experience,   or aid  of 

such countries  In training organized   on the spot« 

b/ the help of experts   in working out  feasibility  studies, 

the  implementation  of 'new technologies and aid  in the 

start of  production, 

c/ the help  of experts   In the range of   organization 
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d/   the   promotion of foreign  trade 

9/  the   transfer of know-how and technologies 

f/  deliveries of machines and  equipment 

g/   the   operation of Joint trade enterprieses/for example 

mixed  societies/ 

h/  deliveries of small   industrial  plants,  service  stations, 

and  many  other/forms* 

In  order to select the  most appropriate  forms  of aid and 

cooperation,  mutual consultations   of all  interested  parties 

shall   be necessary.  One  of the forms of such consultations 

could   be a  »regional promotional meeting with a participation 

of government representatives and  representatives  of 

countries with a developed  Industrial cooperatives'  organization, 

to  be   organlzod by U.N.I.D.O.  and   I.e.A." 

Such meetings would be a moat competent  council for  thorough 

discussions  on the most  essential  problems oonnected with 

the development of work cooperatives. 

£r2E2w2££_2í-Í2ÉH2£rí2i„£22E££2ÍÍ2Dx-ír2^ 
22£2i2EÍDE.£2•í*2SJ!Íí!L2-E2£t!U^ 

The advantages offered by  the cooperative form in the 

industrialization of developing countries constitute 

possibilities of an utilization of the  organization of 

industrial  cooperatives  in the implementation of the concept 
of redeployment. 
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{ The  implementation process should  take the following stages 

into consideration: .) t 

a/  On the  basis of "feasibility  studies»oarrled  out with the 

assistanoe  of experts  from industrial cooperatives  from 

developed countries it should be determled whioh countries 

and which regions in developing countries have the 

greatest development chances. 

b/ It should be found out what cooperative plants among 

industrial  cooperatives in developed countries would  be 

suitable to be moved to developing countries or reproduoed 

there« 

c/  The  training of specialists  should be organized  for the 

purpose  of running such plants in future.  The training 

should be  of a practical character of ln-plant training 

and  should  Include foremen and managers of productive 

organizations.  It Is important to advance a  thesis  of 

a complete reproduction in order to be able  to undertake 

practloal  training under conditions similar to those in 

which the  trained staff is  to work. 

d/  Cooperative organizations  In dèvejlèped countries  could, 

within the  framework of cooperative assistance,   offer a 

transfer /free of charge/ of technical documentation,  know- 

-how and  technological documentation. 

e/ A system of a financial aid  from the United Nations for 

developing countries should  be  organised in order to offer 

them credits and  subventions  for the building of houses 

and  the purchase  of both new and  Bocond-band  machines. 
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As  far as  financing of the indispensable import  of machines 

and  equipment  Is concenred,  apart from appropriations from 

the U.N.D.P.   for the  financing of machinery  Imports  for the 

purpose  of demonstration /within projects of  technical 

assistance/,  means  for that purpose should be   provided  In 

the  form of loans to central  financing offices   or to second 

degree organizations by World  Bank,   Regional Development Banks 

and  by  other International banks and  financing  societies 

/I.P.C.,   I.D.A./« / 

These organizations could also grant credits  to  local banks 

and  particularly to cooperative banks to cover  local 

expenditures in their home currency,  for instance  for building 

rooms for production purposes. 

Interests in that kind of financing by international  financing 

offices  should  be protected, by  the  fact that  these  loans art 

typical   "self-liquidating projects". * 

f/ During the next step, aid should be secured to start a 

productive plant. When there Is a team of well trained 

workers /according to point c./, ü¡p assistance of 1-2 

experts will  be  sufficient. #7 

g/  It is also possible to organize training on the spot,  on 

cooperative  subjects,  by lecturers from cooperatives of 

developed countries. 

h/  It Is also worth while to consider and undertake an 

experiment  consisting of a  so-called patron  organization, 

which could   be a cooperative, would train  the  staff and 
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transfer a cooperative plant to industrial cooperativa«  In 

one of  the developing countries.  The activities of    a patron 

would  include permanent contacts,   deliveries of new sample* 

and new technological documentations,   information on new 

raw materials,  etc, 

A programme scheduled  In this way would constitute a basi« for: 

a/  new ways of training, 

b/  transfer of technologies, 

c/  the  solution of  employment problems by starting new 

productions, 

d/  Increased  deliveries to the hone  market and  the destination 

of a part  of production for export. 

Thus,   such a programme could be a  part  of the redeployment 

process  of production capacities  on  international scale 

within  the establishment of the New Economic Order. 

VI    Recapitulation 
=sssb:ncss:Bsa 

Every country  has  its own pecularltles and the development 

of cooperatives in  particular countries cannot be dealt with 

in an abstract manner,  detached from local conditions.   There 

must,   however,   be  a  single common principle, namely  that 

development programmes  for industrial cooperatives must  be 

in  tune with general economic development. 

Industrial cooperatives  In developing countries must expand 

along woye correspondu^ to the economic,   social and  cultural 

lovel  of each country,   it is necessary,   in many countries, 

to  start with simple   forms of cooperation.  The implementation 
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of cooperative forms must bo very  flexible,   one has to acoept 

elerconts that are  feasible  from a  pragmatic point of view 

and not rigid  principles  that  could be appropriate in 

developed countries. 

In spite of  all the reservations  or doubts connected with the 

possibility  of a transfer of certain solutions  from developed 

to developing countries,   it  should be possible  to transfer 

a number of definite experiences,  worked  out during a historical 

process. Work cooperatives  in developed  countries were also 

started at  a  period when these countries were on different 

development  levels. They  have  thus experiences based not  only 

on their present activities  but also dating from historical 

developments.   In addition,   cooperatives  in developed countries 

operate  in various regions  of their country,   often on a 

development  level very  distant from the average. 

The International System of Cooperation and Assistance, 

between cooperative organizations,  with the cooperation and 

aid of U.N.I.D.O.   and  other  international  organizations 

attached to   the  United  Nations  can be  of great help in the 

transfer of  those experiences. 

After taking into account the  experiences of many countries 

with different economic and   social  conditions,   and  on 

different levels  of economic development,  it is possible  to 

formulato  the possibilities  of an utilization of Industrial 

cooperatives,   particularly work cooperatives,   for tho  social 

and economic  d^volopmont  of a  country,   in the  following mannsrr 
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a/ in all oconoml$s, work cooperatives can be made use of 

for Industrial development, particularly of small-soale, 

industry and certain kinds of services. They can also be 

useful in cooperation with key industry. 

b/ Work cooperatives can supplement other fields of national 

economy, for example in building industry or transport, 

by activities differing either by a more Individual 

oharacter, by a superior level of skill or by a smaller 

range of work. ,* 

, c/ Work cooperatives oan be a form of an accumulation of 

dispersed means and of their guidance to various forms 

of economic activities. 

d/ Work cooperatives can play a significant role in the 

improvement of the social conscientiousness of their 

members. The inclusion of members in the work of various 

bodies of cooperative self-government should be a school 

of social management and control. 

e/ Work cooperatives, by their social, cultural and educational 

activities, can have a great influence on the environment 

in which they operate, particular!** in small towns and 

settlements. A' 

f/ Work cooperatives can lead the way to a vocational 

activation of the working classes of the immigrant 

population, to the establishment of work cooperatives and 

the creation of additional employment in villages that 

should check the mass migration of people to towns. 

g/ Work cooperatives, concurrently with small-scale industry 

organizations oan bo utilized for the establishment of 
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work stands in feebly developed regions /the activation of 

snail towns and settlements/ and for certain groups of people 

/unable to work In large Industry/. In that manner, work 

cooperative can be a significant element of employment 

policy. 

h/ Work cooperatives can play an Important role in the 

organization of redundant labour, unemployed in the 

normal course of employment. They oan also avail themselves 

of local unexiioited raw material sources and organise 

production based on local productive traditions. This may 

be the case in folk and artistic industry. Such activities 

create work stands, achieve a production sought after 

both on domestic and foreign markets and contribute to a 

preservation of indigenous culture« 

1/ Because work cooperatives can, as a rule, be an Investment 

located at random where the presence of a local labour 

force and the necessary Infrastructure are of decisive 

Importance, they are able to supplement the Investments 

of large industry. Work cooperatives, owing to their 

ability to rapidly realize investments, involving smaller 

capital outlays, in economically underdeveloped regions, 

can have a significant sharo in the distribution of 

productive forces. 

J/ Dy organizing small producers and craftsmen, work 

cooperativos can Include small-scale Industry and services 

in economic development programmes rind the general system 

of notional economy. This may be useful in planning, in 

certain countries. 
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',7ork cooperatives have a certain superiority  over Individual 

initiatives in the organization of small-scale Industry  forms, 

for tiro reasons.  First  of all, work cooperatives have a 

greater ability to activate both the eoonomic and  social 

structure and,  secondly,  a characteristic feature  of sraall- 

-scale  Industry  is the  fact that it Is able  to make use  of the 

existing infrastructure. Under oertaln conditions work 

cooperatives are able  to partially expand the existing 

Infrastructure and  thus initiate en economic development, 

of particular Importance for developing countries« 

Work cooperative  functions can ohange,   being dependent  of 

the industrialization stage of a country. They can also 

vary,  and are different in foebly developed areas  than in 

regions of industrial agglomérations.  In the  first case 

the main objective of work cooperatives will be the oreation 

of work stand8 in their area and,   in the second,   a moderation 

o/ discords that are a  result of the monostructure of key 

industry. 

It  is,   of course,   absolutely necessary  to bè clearly aware 

of the  fact  that cooperatives and particularly work cooperatives 

carry out activities which require a certain level  of soolety, 

a dofinite solidarity  and social bonds« 

One has also to consider a choice  of environment,   and  it often 

is necessary  to start with simple  forms of cooperation« 

In the  least developed  countries and also in certain regions 

of moderately developed  ones in which there  are no social 
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bonds nor  solidarity  feelings,   the  organization of cooperatives, 

particularly work cooperatives,   involves  certain risks« 

These hazards should not,  however,   hamper the development of 

such,  most  appropriate production forms,   but must be considered 

in order  to ensure   the training,   social  care and aid during 

the first  steps« 

Aid coming from governments  is  of particular Impórtanos along- 

side to that of second degree  organizations as well as 

international assistance from other,  more experienced cooperative 

organizations.  That assistance will be  significantly effective 

when extended with a participation and close cooperation 

of international   organizations,   particularly U.N.I.D.0. 
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Additional Explanations Concerning Some Organizational For ins 

E2Íi2iii2D_2í_Er2í!!¿£ííy2_222E££2£iY2§^í2E£_£22E2í2ííy25/ 

A work cooperative is an association established for the 

purpose of giving work to Its members, offer them material 

advantages and Improve their vocational and cultural level« 

The most fundamental features of a work cooperative are: / 

a/ as an enterprise it operates on a material base which 

is a common property of a group, established, to a large 

extent from an accumulation of individual means by its 

members. 

b/ members havrj an ensured influence on the management of 

the enterprise and the right to elect its executive 

leadership according to the democratic principle - one 

member - one vote« 

c/ members participate in the sharing of profits in proportion 

to their work for the cooperative« 

d/ members aro responsible for any l^iises of the cooperative 

to the limit of their declared scares« 

e/ the cooperative has to appropriate a part of its profits for 

social and educational purposes, in order to improve the 

vocational and cultural level of its members« 

2i£2L1ì22U2n2!_£2£?2-2i-ìì?i!ìì§iri2! c22PSr8tlv8Sjt, including 

£22E2r2ííY2_2522£i2íi2ns_2í! fodorotions 

When discussing cooperative forms in thçfield of production 
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one should   note the  following organizational   forms of 

Industrial   cooperatives: 

The  first is composed of work cooperatives 

The  second embraces handicraft supply   and  sales  cooperatives 

/mainly  handicraft cooperatives/ 

The  third covers  industrial workshops   operated by  consumer 

or other kinds of cooperatives. 

Uhi le work cooperatives  operate  on the base   of a common 

property  accumulated  from the dispersed means of their 

members,   handicraft supply and  sales cooperatives are  an 

auxiliary   organization for individual craftsmen. Members in 

these cooperatives are  all craftsmen who run workshops  that 

are their  individual  property.  This simple   form of collaboration 

may be transitory  to work cooperatives but   it may also keep 

its character and  restrict itself to the  organization  of raw 

material  supplies and  sales of the articles   produced  by 

individual craftsmen members.  That form is more appropriate 

for the development  of crafts and   very small  productive plants, 

than to a   broader development of  small-scale  Industry. 

On the other hand,  work cooperatives that accumulate  the 

means of  their members are able  to carry  out a gradual 

concentration of production,  obviously on a   scale typical for 

small industry,  they  can afford   to buy machines out of reach 

for individual craftsmen and can also ensure  the use  of 

rational   production methods and   technological progress. 

Work cooperatives can  operato a  singlo workshop or plant; 

this is nninly  so in cases of now invostmonts.  They  can olso 
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operate a number of units In cases whefn a cooperative Is 

established by an association of sm£ll producers and craftsmen. 
... j 

A very  frequent  form of work cooperative  organizations is a 

close link between small workshops and cottage Industry 

worker teams. 

Concurrently with these two organizational  forms, another 

cooperative form can develop production in industrial plants 

operated and  owned  by consumer or other  types  of cooperatives* 

That form Is most  frequently  observed in the production of/ 

goods  for the network of consumer cooperatives,  or in the 

processing of raw materials purchasedtty  agricultural cooperativa. 

Consumer and agricultural cooperatives have  often accumulated 

considerable means«  The  organization of its own Industrial 

production by consumer cooperatives is a  transfer of funds 

from the sphere  of trade to the Sphere of production.  The 

aim of that production,  however,   Is neither to give employment 

to members not the use of dispersed local  human and  natura)_ 

resources. 

In order to Integrate certain functions  that could not be 
'    «to 

carried out by  basic cooperatives,   in an efficient manner , 

because of their  size It is necessary to create associations 

and  federations.  Thece unions  have  the character of second 

degree organizations and should have the  form of cooperatives 

associating corporate bodies /cooperatives/.  This protects 

the direction of union activities  that haveAo    conforra with 

the  needs of the  basic cooperatives /members/. 
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The  Integration of  these functions should not,  however,  bo 

carried  out by way  of an Incapacitation of basic cooperatives, 

but by  grantlngthen definite assistance without hampering their 

initiatives and  freedom of action. 

The State can grant certain rights to these second degree 

organizations such as the right of control,  the right to 

issue  licences for the establishment of new cooperatives,  etc 

In addition to assistance extended to cooperatives  these 

associations or federations have the task to promote  the 

development of wor^cooperatlves and help in the organization 

of new cooperatives,  particularly in the matter of staff 

training and financing,which Mr. Antoni  taets more precisely 

in his  paper. 

•* 
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